Rockford fosgate punch amp

Since day one, we've spearheaded the car audio revolution. Nothing's changed. Passion, power
and performance is the basis for our original community mantra "Car Audio for Fanatics. Your
passion is our purpose. We build the best audio systems for your lifestyle. Sound built for
speed. Whether it's automobiles, motorcycles, boats or off-road vehicles, we like to say if it has
wheels or floats, we make a stereo for it. Purpose Built. Fosgate realized that music and the
human ear have different audio properties. Fosgate invented a solution, the Frequency
Energizer, which would later become the patented Punch EQ. Your entire driving environment car windows, road noise and your annoying life mate that never stops yappin' - all benefit from
the musical energy that Punch EQ injects back into the system. Jim demonstrated the PR at the
Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago, with a Frequency Energizer circuit that compensates
for acoustical anomalies commonly found in automotive environments. This innovation
emphasized car audio sound quality, never heard before. The sleek black design with ground
aluminum heat sink fins pioneered the Black and Grind style of amplifiers. Although the Power
The Punch Power Efficient and compact, the PBRX4 delivers big sound with power to
motorcycles, RVs, boats and any situation where electricity is limited. In , we launched the TS
2-way component speaker system for those who are serious about their music. The T5 was
designed with the best quality features and components that music aficionados love, delivering
a concert experience to your vehicle. The ultimate car audio processor, the 3Sixty. Our T1 Slim
fit woofer was created with a revolutionary design placing it in a class all its own in the speaker
industry. Rockford engineers set out to create a slim woofer that could perform like a full depth
woofer. They hit the bullseye by creating and patenting two completely new technologies, the
Encapsulated Voice Coil Coupling technology and the Split Yoke Motor Structure, delivering
better sound for the T1 than its full-size counterpart. The T3 is the gold standard for Rockford
woofers. In , Rockford Fosgate launched a 1, Watt compact chassis amplifier, and produces
music the way it was meant to be heard. This amp kicks bass! Our proprietary Constant Power
circuitry provides up to 25 percent more ear-drum rattling power output across all speakers,
giving you more volume when you want to crank it up. Because sometimes, too much power is
perfect! We implement the most state-of-the-art technology in the audio world. Best of all, our
entire line of productsâ€¦amps, subwoofers, speakers, processors, and source units are
designed and engineered in Tempe, AZ, USA! Technology and audio science merge in brilliant
design of circuitry and components that enable you to enjoy impactful and passionate music.
Just as the artists intended. You could say his entire career has been defined by music and
technology. Home About. About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue
Shopping. Built by fanatics, For Fanatics Since day one, we've spearheaded the car audio
revolution. Explore Videos. A Fanatical Following Passion, power and performance is the basis
for our original community mantra "Car Audio for Fanatics. Learn More. The rest is history!
Great product, great reliability, great company. The Story of Rockford Fosgate. Innovation
Timeline. This single channel amplifier utilizes the speaker output of the radio to not only
provide the audio signal it needs, but also the power that runs the unit. This is done through a
The PBRX1 is a mono amplifier designed for a subwoofer system that requires little space. The
BRT Boosted Rail Technology is an ultra efficient design that doesn't even use a switching
power supply to generate its Watts of power! This allows the chassis design to be much smaller
than traditional sized amplifiers. Rockford Fosgate amplifiers are known world-wide for
producing more power than their ratings suggest. The M5 amplifiers are the first series based
on new industry standard Dynamic Power ratings, bringing their conservative ratings to the
forefront. Engineered from the ground up and purpose-built to deliver more output where you
actually Flexible vehicle integration enabled through low-level and high-level inputs with auto
turn-on. Top mounted controls allow easy access to built-in Home Motorcycle Motorcycle
Amplifiers. About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue Shopping. Filters
0. Selected Filters: Filters:. Filters Clear Filters. Number of Channels 1 5 4 4 2 1. Total Power
Bridgeable Yes No Yes No. Compact Size Yes Yes Yes. Speaker level inputs Yes. Power Wire
Gauge 8 4 8 Adjustable Crossovers Yes Yes. Level Control Available Yes. Pass Thru Output No.
Fan Cooled Yes. Cooling Convection Convection Convection. Filter Feature amplifiers. Clear
Filters. View Full Details. Find Dealer. The PMX5 1, Watt full-range 5-channel is the one-and-only
amplifier you will need to run your entire system. Run dash speakers off the front channels, run
back speakers off the rear channels and run subwoofer s off the 5th channel! Known world-wide
for brute power, this amplifier offers a Due to its dedicated low frequency response, this
amplifier is optimized for mid-bass speakers or subwoofers only. No need to worry because its
1-ohm capability will drive a pair of 4-ohm DVC subwoofers or quad-configuration The Punch
PMX4 multi-channel amplifier is versatile to power any audio system configuration. In addition
to 4-channel stereo mode, you can bridge both channels to create a high power 2-channel amp,
or run stereo speakers on the front with subwoofers on the rear in 3-channel mode. No need to

worry because its 1-ohm capability will drive a pair of 4-ohm DVC subwoofers or
quad-configuration of With its massive output stage, this amplifier is best suited for driving a
pair of 8-ohm SVC subwoofers or four 2-ohm DVC subwoofers. Remember to Whether you're
looking to drive high frequency component speakers or low frequency subwoofers, the PMX2
has the power and flexibility you need to put some serious PUNCH in your vehicle. The power
available from such a small amp means it's a great match for a 2-ohm DVC subwoofer This
single channel amplifier utilizes the speaker output of the radio to not only provide the audio
signal it needs, but also the power that runs the unit. This is done through a The PBRX1 is a
mono amplifier designed for a subwoofer system that requires little space. The BRT Boosted
Rail Technology is an ultra efficient design that doesn't even use a switching power supply to
generate its Watts of power! The PMX1 is perfect for use as a dedicated subwoofer or center
channel amplifier. Regardless if you're driving multiple speakers or just one, the hefty 2-ohm
capability will deliver the right amount of PUNCH that you want! Now, thanks to its small
chassis design, it will also fit where This allows the chassis design to be much smaller than
traditional sized amplifiers. The PMX2 is a solid choice if you're looking to drive a pair of coaxial
speakers, component speakers, or a single subwoofer. Home Car Audio Car Amplifiers. About
Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue Shopping. Filters 0. Selected Filters:
Filters:. Filters Clear Filters. Good, Better, Best Punch - Better. Number of Channels 1 4 2 2 5 4
1. Total Power Compact Size Yes Yes Yes. Speaker level inputs Yes. Adjustable Crossovers
Yes. Level Control Available Yes. Pass Thru Output Yes. Cooling Convection Convection
Convection. Filter Feature amplifiers. Clear Filters. View Full Details. Find Dealer. The PMX5 1,
Watt full-range 5-channel is the one-and-only amplifier you will need to run your entire system.
Run dash speakers off the front channels, run back speakers off the rear channels and run
subwoofer s off the 5th channel! Known world-wide for brute power, this amplifier offers a Due
to its dedicated low frequency response, this amplifier is optimized for mid-bass speakers or
subwoofers only. No need to worry because its 1-ohm capability will drive a pair of 4-ohm DVC
subwoofers or quad-configuration The Punch PMX4 multi-channel amplifier is versatile to power
any audio system configuration. In addition to 4-channel stereo mode, you can bridge both
channels to create a high power 2-channel amp, or run stereo speakers on the front with
subwoofers on the rear in 3-channel mode. No need to worry because its 1-ohm capability will
drive a pair of 4-ohm DVC subwoofers or quad-configuration of With its massive output stage,
this amplifier is best suited for driving a pair of 8-ohm SVC subwoofers or four 2-ohm DVC
subwoofers. Remember to Whether you're looking to drive high frequency component speakers
or low frequency subwoofers, the PMX2 has the power and flexibility you need to put some
serious PUNCH in your vehicle. The power available from such a small amp means it's a great
match for a 2-ohm DVC subwoofer This single channel amplifier utilizes the speaker output of
the radio to not only provide the audio signal it needs, but also the power that runs the unit.
This is done through a The PMX1 is perfect for use as a dedicated subwoofer or center channel
amplifier. Regardless if you're driving multiple speakers or just one, the hefty 2-ohm capability
will deliver the right amount of PUNCH that you want! Now, thanks to its small chassis design, it
will also fit where Rockford Fosgate amplifiers are known world-wide for producing more power
than their ratings suggest. The M5 amplifiers are the first series based on new industry standard
Dynamic Power ratings, bringing their conservative ratings to the forefront. Engineered from the
ground up and purpose-built to deliver more output where you actually Flexible vehicle
integration enabled through low-level and high-level inputs with auto turn-on. Top mounted
controls allow easy access to built-in The M2 Series were developed for marine audio
environments that feature UV resistant protection and special internal conformal coating that
protect the electronics from water. The PMX2 is a solid choice if you're looking to drive a pair of
coaxial speakers, component speakers, or a single subwoofer. The TMX5ad Element Ready
multi-channel amplifier is a watt RMS unit built on our proprietary Class ad platform designed to
deliver unprecidented sound quality with superior power efficiency. Home Marine Audio Marine
Amplifiers. About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue Shopping. Filters
0. Selected Filters: Filters:. Filters Clear Filters. Number of Channels 1 4 2 5 5 2 4 1. Total Power
Compact Size Yes Yes. Speaker level inputs Yes. Adjustable Crossovers Yes Yes. Level Control
Available Yes. Fan Cooled Yes. Cooling Convection Convection Convection Convection. Clear
Filters. View Full Details. Find Dealer. The result is a listening experience cleaner, louder and
more impressive than ever before. This TbdCP amplifier pumps out 2, watts The Tad combines
sound quality characteristics of Class-A designs with efficiency of a Class-D in one remarkable
package. Superior sound quality is possible through the implementation dynamic switching
frequency control. The addition of Constant Power circuitry produces optimized output at a
range of impedances. Rockford Fosgate created Class-bd for brute The listening experience is
cleaner The listening experience is cleaner, louder and more impressive The PX5 1, Watt

full-range 5-channel is the one-and-only amplifier you will need to run your entire system. Run
dash speakers off the front channels, run back speakers off the rear channels and run
subwoofer s off the 5th channel! Known world-wide for brute power, this amplifier offers a The T
amplifier offers the perfect balance of power output and compact design required for high
performance audio systems. The 4-channel configuration allows fine tuning adjustments
between front stage component systems and rear surround speakers. The built-in crossover
also allows the rear channels to be configured for running one or Due to its dedicated low
frequency response, this amplifier is optimized for mid-bass speakers or subwoofers only. No
need to worry because its 1-ohm capability will drive a pair of 4-ohm DVC subwoofers or
quad-configuration The listening experience is cleaner, louder and more impressive than ever
before. With the TbdCP, you can now use an "under-the-seat" dedicated subwoofer No need to
worry because its 1-ohm capability will drive a pair of 4-ohm DVC subwoofers or
quad-configuration of The Punch PX4 multi-channel amplifier is versatile to power any audio
system configuration. In addition to 4-channel stereo mode, you can bridge both channels to
create a high power 2-channel amp, or run stereo speakers on the front with subwoofers on the
rear in 3-channel mode. Thanks to the Dynamic Thermal Management, the small chassis design
insures it can be installed in any location â€” like under front seats. The PX2 is an excellent way
to PUNCH up your sound system without monopolizing your entire trunk - that way you have
more room for subs! With its massive output stage, this amplifier is best suited for driving a pair
of 8-ohm SVC subwoofers or four 2-ohm DVC subwoofers. Remember to This single channel
amplifier utilizes the speaker output of the radio to not only provide the audio signal it needs,
but also the power that runs the unit. This is done through a The PBRX1 is a mono amplifier
designed for a subwoofer system that requires little space. The BRT Boosted Rail Technology is
an ultra efficient design that doesn't even use a switching power supply to generate its Watts of
power! The PX1 is perfect for use as a dedicated subwoofer or center channel amplifier.
Regardless if you're driving multiple speakers or just one, the hefty 2-ohm capability will deliver
the right amount of PUNCH that you want! Now, thanks to its small chassis design, it will also fit
where This allows the chassis design to be much smaller than traditional sized amplifiers. The
TX5ad Element Ready multi-channel amplifier is a watt RMS unit built on our proprietary Class
ad platform designed to deliver unprecidented sound quality with superior power efficiency. The
PX2 is a solid choice if you're looking to drive a pair of coaxial speakers, component speakers,
or a single subwoofer. Flexible vehicle integration enabled through low-level and high-level
inputs with auto turn-on. Top mounted controls allow easy access to
hayes automotive manual
2004 lincoln navigator fuse panel
88 nissan pickup parts
built-in This design creates a highly efficient design that reduces the electrical impact on the
vehicles charging system by using the efficient Class D technology while maintaining fidelity
combining it with Class b Home Car Audio Car Amplifiers. About Us. Your Shopping Cart
Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue Shopping. Filters 0. Selected Filters: Filters:. Filters Clear
Filters. Number of Channels 1 4 2 5 4 2 1 5. Total Power Compact Size Yes Yes Yes. Speaker
level inputs Yes. Adjustable Crossovers Yes Yes. Level Control Available Yes. Fan Cooled Yes.
Cooling Convection Convection Convection Convection. Filter Feature amplifiers. Clear Filters.
View Full Details. Find Dealer. Power Watt 4-Channel Amplifier T The T amplifier offers the
perfect balance of power output and compact design required for high performance audio
systems. Punch Watt 2-Channel Amplifier PX2 The PX2 is a solid choice if you're looking to
drive a pair of coaxial speakers, component speakers, or a single subwoofer.

